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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 
 

NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 
 

The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding the 
hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to request 
argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented parties requesting 
argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by no later than 4:00 p.m. 
of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to timely advise the Court and 
counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or email 
notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be argued – with a 
STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number is: (925) 608-2686.  Dept. 12’s 
email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: this email address is not be used for any 
communication with the department except as expressly and specifically authorized by the court.  Any 
emails received in contravention of this order will be disregarded by the court and may subject the 
offending party to sanctions. 
 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the tentative 
ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be attached to the 
proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

    

1. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01164 
CASE NAME:  ALEJANDRO TORRES VS.  B & M TEAR OFF, INC. 
 *HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION  
FILED BY: B & M TEAR OFF, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is a motion to compel arbitration filed by defendant B & M Tear Off, Inc. For the 
reasons set forth, the Court continues the hearing on the motion for supplemental briefing as set 
forth below. The continued hearing shall be held at 9:00 a.m. on April 13, 2023.  

The copy of the Complaint filed on May 24, 2022 in the Court's Odyssey system omits page 13, a page 
that appears to contain the fourth cause of action. The face of the Complaint identifies that cause of 
action as "Unfair Competition (Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17200, et seq.)." Plaintiff states that he has not 
brought a PAGA claim (Opp. p. 1, l. 23), but the moving party's motion and reply papers repeatedly 
refer to Plaintiff's PAGA claim. (See, e.g., Mot. p. 9, l. 12, and p. 14; Reply, p. 9; Bernal Decl. ¶¶ 2-4].)  

Because the Court's copy of the Complaint is missing a page that may (or may not) contain a PAGA 
claim notwithstanding the face page of the Complaint and in order to complete the Court file, the 
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Court requires Plaintiff to re-file a complete copy of the Complaint for the Court's review before the 
Court makes its ruling on the motion. The Court requests that Plaintiff re-file the complete copy of the 
Complaint as soon as possible, but no later than 4:00 p.m. on March 27, 2023. 

The Court is in receipt of Defendant's Reply filed on March 17, 2023, a day late. (Code Civ. Proc. 
§ 1005(b) [reply due at least 5 court days prior to the hearing].) The Court will consider the late reply, 
as Plaintiff will have ample opportunity to consider the reply in light of the continuance of the 
hearing. 

The Court also continues the hearing for supplemental briefing on the following issues: 

1. Whether Article XXX of the Working Agreement attached as Exhibit A to the Bernal 
Declaration requires Plaintiff to bring any or all of the claims asserted in the Complaint before the 
Joint Area Conference Board or Local Area Conference Board as a grievance before the claims are 
submitted to arbitration. 

2. Address specifically what "the procedures" are for bringing employee Labor Code 
claims to arbitration referred to in Article XXX, Section 8. In briefing this issue, the parties are 
requested to provide citations to the Article and section number of the Working Agreement attached 
as Exhibit A to the Bernal Declaration and to quote the relevant text supporting their positions. 
Plaintiff in particular is asked to provide such citations to the Working Agreement to support its 
argument regarding the "second arbitrator" referred to in its Opposition. (See Pl. Opp., p. 16, ll. 13-
18.)   

The parties shall file and serve simultaneous briefs on these issues no more than 10 pages in length by 
April 6, 2023.  

 

  
    

2. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01870 
CASE NAME:  SHONTE HERSE VS. HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY, INC. 
 HEARING ON DEMURRER TO PLTFS 2ND AMENDED COMPLAINT  
FILED BY: HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Defendant Harley-Davidson Motor Company, Inc.’s Demurrer to the Second Amended Complaint 
(SAC) of Plaintiff Shonte Herse is overruled in part and sustained in part, without leave to amend. The 
demurrer to the first and second causes of action for Song-Beverly is sustained without leave to 
amend. The demurrer to the third and fourth causes of action is overruled. Defendant shall answer 
the complaint within 15 days.  

Background 

On September 2, 2022 Plaintiff Shonte Herse filed this action against Defendant Harley-Davidson 
Motor Company, Inc.  (“HDMC”), alleging violations of California’s Song-Beverly Act (SBA, Civil Code 
§§ 1790 et seq.), and the federal Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act (MMWA) (15 U.S.C. §§ 2300 et seq.).  

In the operative Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that on April 27, 2022 he purchased a 
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2019 Harley-Davidson motorcycle (the “Vehicle”) from an unnamed party for personal use. (SAC, ¶ 6.) 
Plaintiff alleges Vehicle is a “consumer good” within the meaning of the SBA and a “consumer 
product” within the meaning of the MMWA. (Id., ¶ 7.) Plaintiff alleges “Defendant provided Plaintiff 
with a new Harley Davidson Vehicle Limited Vehicle Limited Warranty with the purchase of the 
Vehicle.” (Id., ¶ 9.) Plaintiff alleges that on May 18, 2022, the Vehicle developed “defects, 
malfunctions, maladjustments and/or nonconformities,” including a “nonfunctioning limp mode 
causing loss of engine power.” These are problems Plaintiff presented to a Harley-Davidson repair 
facility several times, to no avail. Plaintiff alleges that Defendants have refused without justification to 
make restitution or replacement after having a reasonable opportunity to conform the Vehicle to 
warranty. (Id., ¶¶ 12-15.) 

The SAC contains the following causes of action against HDMC: (1) breach implied warranty of 
merchantability under the SBA; (2) breach of express warranty under the SBA; (3) breach of express 
warranty under California Commercial Code § 2-313; and (4) violation of the MMWA.  

On January 30, 2023, Plaintiff filed a Doe amendment adding McGuire Powersports, LLC, dba McGuire 
Harley Davidson, as a defendant in the case.  

Before the Court is HDMC’s Demurrer to the SAC. HDMC argues that the first two causes of action 
(SBA claims) against it fail. Express warranty liability under Song-Beverly requires that a new vehicle 
be at issue, but the Vehicle sold to Plaintiff was a used vehicle. Further, while Song-Beverly does 
provide for implied warranties regarding used goods, such warranties are against the distributors and 
retailers, not manufacturers like HDMC. HDMC also argues that these claims are uncertain. 

HDMC argues that the third cause of action (Commercial Code express warranty) fails because such a 
claim can only be asserted against a “Seller” which Plaintiff cannot truthfully allege HDMC was. 

DMC argues that the fourth cause of action (MMWA) fails because it is dependent on Plaintiff’s 
improperly pleaded state law claims.  

HDMC argues the shortcomings cannot be cured through amendment. Therefore, the demurrer 
should he sustained without leave to amend. 

For the following reasons, the Court sustains the demurrer to the first and second causes of action for 
Song-Beverly violation without leave to amend. Demurrers to the third and fourth causes of action 
are overruled.   

Applicable Legal Standards 

To withstand a demurrer the complaint must contain “a statement of the facts constituting the cause 
of action, in ordinary and concise language.” (Code of Civil Procedure § 425.10.) On demurrer the 
court must assume the truth of all facts properly pleaded, facts that may be implied or reasonably 
inferred from the facts expressly alleged, and evidentiary facts that are in exhibits attached to the 
complaint. (Evans v. City of Berkeley (2006) 38 Cal.4th 1, 6.) The court's task is to treat well-pleaded 
allegations in the complaint as true and determine whether the complaint states facts sufficient to 
constitute a cause of action. (Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 39 Cal.3d 311, 318.)  
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A demurrer for uncertainty will be sustained only where the pleading is so bad that defendant cannot 
reasonably respond. (See Weil & Brown, Civil Procedure Before Trial (The Rutter Group) § 7:85.) “The 
objection of uncertainty does not go to the failure to allege sufficient facts.” (Brea v. McGlashan 
(1934) 3 Cal.App.2d 454, 459.) Ambiguities can be clarified under modern discovery procedures. (See 
Khoury v. Maly's of California, Inc. (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 612, 616.) 

Attached Documents 

Plaintiff has attached certain sales or repair documents to his opposition. The Court simply disregards 
those documents, and has not examined them, because they have no proper procedural place in a 
demurrer proceeding. In the first place, they are attested to only by a declaration of counsel, and 
hence are unauthenticated. More fundamentally, however, a plaintiff cannot defeat a demurrer by 
providing evidence of facts not alleged in the pleading. If there are facts in those documents that are 
already alleged in the SAC, then attaching the documents is superfluous. If the facts in the documents 
are not in the SAC, they cannot be put there by attaching the documents to a brief. If there are facts 
in the documents that should have been alleged in the SAC but weren’t, and which would make a 
difference to a demurrer ruling, then plaintiff can contest the tentative to seek leave to amend, to put 
the facts into the pleadings. Plaintiff, however, should be expected to explain why any such facts 
were not alleged in any of the prior iterations of the complaint. 

First and Second Causes of Action for Breach of Warranties under the SBA  

The Song-Beverly Act requires that where a manufacturer sells “consumer goods” accompanied by an 
express warranty, it must maintain local repair facilities “to carry out the terms of those warranties.” 
(Civil Code § 1793.2(a)(1).) “‘Consumer goods’ means any new product or part thereof that is used, 
bought, or leased for use primarily for personal, family, or household purposes, except for clothing 
and consumables.” (Civil Code § 1791, italics added.) 

Except as provided in paragraph (2),” where a manufacturer does not “repair the goods to conform to 
the applicable express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall 
either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price paid by the 
buyer, less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the discovery of the 
nonconformity.” (§ 1793.2(d)(1).)  

Paragraph (2) provides a more specific process for new motor vehicles: “If the manufacturer or its 
representative in this state is unable to service or repair a new motor vehicle, as that term is defined 
in paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.22, to conform to the applicable express warranties 
after a reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall either promptly replace the new 
motor vehicle in accordance with subparagraph (A) or promptly make restitution to the buyer in 
accordance with subparagraph (B). However, the buyer shall be free to elect restitution in lieu of 
replacement, and in no event shall the buyer be required by the manufacturer to accept a 
replacement vehicle.” (Id., subd. (d)(2).) It then goes on to provide more specific procedures for 
replacement and restitution. (Id., subd. (d)(2)(B),(C).) 

The SBA provides similar remedies in the context of the sale of used goods, except that the 
manufacturer is generally off the hook: “Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (a) of Section 
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1791 defining consumer goods to mean ‘new’ goods, the obligation of a distributor or retail seller of 
used consumer goods in a sale in which an express warranty is given shall be the same as that 
imposed on manufacturers under this chapter except: [¶] (a) It shall be the obligation of the 
distributor or retail seller making express warranties with respect to used consumer goods (and not 
the original manufacturer, distributor, or retail seller making express warranties with respect to such 
goods when new) to maintain sufficient service and repair facilities within this state to carry out the 
terms of such express warranties.” (Id., § 1795.5(a); see also Kiluk v. Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC (2019) 
43 Cal.App.5th 334, 339-340.) 

The Court sustained a previous demurrer to the SBA causes of action with leave to amend for Plaintiff 
to attempt to state a cognizable claim. As stated, § 1791(a) defines “consumer goods” as: 
“any new product … ‘Consumer goods’ shall include new and used assistive devices sold at retail.” 
(Italics added.) As HDMC argued in a prior demurrer, a used vehicle is neither a new product nor an 
assistive device.  

Express warranty liability under the SBA requires that a new vehicle be at issue, but the Vehicle sold 
to Plaintiff was used. Further, while Song-Beverly does provide for implied warranties regarding used 
goods, such warranties are against the distributors and retailers, not manufacturers such as HDMC. 
Thus, the Court sustained the prior demurrer with leave to amend for Plaintiff to attempt to state a 
cognizable SBA claim. 

Plaintiff now alleges HDMC is “a” distributor of Harley-Davidson motorcycles and related equipment”. 
But plaintiff does not allege that HDMC was distributor of this Vehicle in connection with its sale to 
Plaintiff. (SAC, ¶ 3.) It is irrelevant to this sale that HDMC may be a distributor of other motorcycles 
sold to other customers. Plaintiff does not allege that HDMC was the distributor selling this Vehicle to 
plaintiff, and indeed plaintiff impliedly admits that not to be true in the opposition: “Not only is HD 
the manufacturer of the Motorcycle, but it is also the original distributor and original seller.” (Opp. 
4:26-27 [emphasis added].) Further, to plead a viable claim under § 1795.5, there must be an 
allegation that an express warranty was given at the time of sale. In his SAC, Plaintiff does not clearly 
describe an express warranty that accompanied the sale of the Vehicle to him. Unless the Vehicle was 
sold to Plaintiff with a new express warranty, or the original warranty was expressly extended to the 
Vehicle, the express warranty that accompanied the Vehicle during its first sale does not apply to 
Plaintiff. (Ruiz Nunez v. FCA, USA LLC (2021) 61 Cal.App.5th 385; See also Rodriguez v. FAC US, LLC 
(2022) 77 Cal.App.5th 209, 255 (review granted July 13, 2022).)  

Plaintiff cites to Jenson v. BMW of North America, Inc. (1995) 35 Cal.App.4th 112, to argue that a 
buyer who purchases a used vehicle with a balance on the original warranty is entitled to the same 
protection as the original buyer. Jensen involved a lease by a manufacturer-affiliated dealer who 
issued a full new car warranty along with the lease the plaintiff received so the dealership was liable. 
In other words, Jensen's broad statement about the definition of "new motor vehicle" (from which 
motorcycles are exempted) and the fact that Ms. Jensen’s car had a balance remaining on its 
warranty were not necessary to the holding. 

The burden is on Plaintiff to establish that the second amended complaint can be amended 
successfully. Plaintiff does not meet this burden because he does explain how the SBA causes of 
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action can be amended or how such amendment would change the complaint's legal effect. For 
example, Plaintiff does not allege manufacturer duties under the SBA that continue post-transfer to a 
new owner. HDMC’s demurrer to the first and second causes of action is therefore sustained without 
leave to amend. This result moots HDMC’s demurrer for uncertainty (which the Court would have 
overruled anyway). 

Third Cause of Action for Violation of the Commercial Code  

HDMC argues that Plaintiff’s Commercial Code claim fails because Commercial Code § 2-313 applies 
only to “[e]xpress warranties of the seller,” and here, Plaintiff cannot truthfully allege that HDMC sold 
him the used motorcycle. Used vehicle purchasers who comply with the warranty terms may seek to 
enforce the express warranty against the manufacturer by bringing an action under the Commercial 
Code based on breach of express warranty. (Rodriguez, 77 Cal. App. 5th at 225; Dagher v. Ford Motor 
Co. (2015) 238 Cal.App.4th 905, 928.)  

Accordingly, the demurrer to the third cause of action is overruled. 

Fourth Cause of Action for Violation of the MMWA  

The MMWA allows a “consumer who is damaged by the failure of supplier, warrantor, or service 
contractor to comply with any obligations under [the MMWA], or under a written warranty, implied 
warranty, or service contract, [to] bring suit for damages and other legal and equitable relief.” (15 
U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1).) Generally, the MMWA “calls for application of state written and implied 
warranty law, not the creation of additional federal law.” (Nguyen v. Nissan N. Am., Inc. (9th Cir. 
2019) 932 F.3d 811, 817 n.3.) For this reason, an MMWA claim typically succeeds or fails along with a 
plaintiff's state warranty claims. (See Ngo v. BMW of N. Am., LLC (9th Cir. 2022) 23 F.4th 942, 945.)  

HDMC argues that Plaintiff’s MMWA must fail because the SBA claims fail. But Dagher allowed an 
MMWA claim to proceed because the plaintiff in that case sought additional express warranty claims 
under the California Commercial Code—in other words, the Dagher plaintiff's MMWA claim survived 
because it could apply a different provision of California warranty law. (See Dagher, 238 Cal.App.4th 
at 928 [“In our case, both Plaintiff and Ford acknowledge that some express warranty claims are 
viable in this action [even after dismissal of the SBA claim], whether under the Commercial Code or 
Magnuson-Moss.”) Thus, Plaintiff can proceed with an MMWA claim even if he is not able to state a 
cognizable SBA claim because the SAC state a claim for violation of the Commercial Code.   

Defendant next maintains the MMWA only allows for a breach of warranty claims when the 
manufacturer has issued a full, rather than limited, warranty as has been alleged in the SAC. This 
argument confuses the remedies and causes of action available under the MMWA. “[I]t is clear from 
the statutory language that the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act creates a private cause of action for a 
warrantor's failure to comply with the terms of a written warranty, and . . . whether the written 
warranty is full or limited makes no difference.” (Milicevic v. Fletcher Jones Imps., Ltd. (9th Cir. 2005) 
402 F.3d 912, 918 (emphasis added) (citing 15 U.S.C. § 2303(a)(1)-(2)).) 

Accordingly, the demurrer to the fourth cause of action is overruled. 
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Unauthorized Amendment of Complaint  

Plaintiff did not obtain leave of court to assert a cause of action for violation of the Commercial Code. 
HDMC points this out in a footnote but does not move to strike the cause of action. The Court would 
grant leave to amend on motion of Plaintiff, which Plaintiff would surely bring. Therefore, the Court 
does not sua sponte strike the claim. Nevertheless, Plaintiff is admonished to comply with applicable 
statutes and rules of court going forward. 

 

  
    

3. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  JCCP5273 
CASE NAME:  AIRGAS USA WAGE AND HOUR CASES 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  PETITION FOR COORDINATION  
FILED BY:  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Defendant’s petition for coordination is denied. 
 
Defendant Airgas USA, Inc. petitions to coordinate four cases filed against it by three plaintiffs.  The 

cases are: 

• Tabzon v. Airgas, No. C22-01441, filed in this Court on July 14, 2022 as a PAGA-only case. 

• Stephenson v. Airgas, No. 22STCV29877, filed in Los Angeles County on September 13, 2022 

as a class action and PAGA case. 

• Chiesa v. Airgas, No. 34-2022-00325292, filed in Sacramento County on August 17, 2022 as a 

class action. 

• Chiesa v. Airgas, No. 34-2022-00328603, filed in Sacramento County on October 19, 2022 by 

the same plaintiff as the preceding case, as a PAGA-only case. 

Pursuant to an order of the Chief Justice entered February 16, 2023, Contra Costa Superior Court was 

assigned to decide the motion, and the Presiding Judge of this county designated this Court as the 

Coordination Motion Judge on February 23, 2023.  That assignment triggered a duty to set a hearing 

within 30 days.  (CRC § 3.527(a).)  This Court set March 23 for the hearing date.  To date, this Court 

has received oppositions from the plaintiffs in the Tabzon and Chiesa cases, but no response from the 

Stephenson plaintiff. 

 

The actions involve overlapping claims under the Labor Code, including PAGA claims, individual 

claims, and claims on behalf of a putative class of employees.  Each action is complex.  In considering 

the petition, the court may consider “any relevant factors”, including eight specified factors.  (CRC 

3.530(b).) 
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The Yniguez Settlement 
 
The Court notes at the outset that the present parties are studiously avoiding any discussion of what 
appears to be a major consideration on this coordination petition – namely the fact that most of the 
claims asserted in the four actions have apparently been settled in another case not part of this 
petition.  Yniguez v. Airgas, No. 20STV18190, pending in Los Angeles County, is (or was) another (and 
prior) wage-and-hour case filed against the same defendant.  It has been settled.  Preliminary 
approval of the settlement was granted in September 2022, and the final approval was set for hearing 
on January 23, 2023.  None of the present parties has apprised this Court of the status or decision of 
the final approval hearing, even though the present petition and the oppositions were all filed after 
that hearing date. 
 
Airgas’s petition papers barely mention the existence of the Yniguez case, as if it were a technicality 
of no importance.  The Tabzon and Chiesa oppositions do not mention it at all.  In Status Conference 
Statements previously filed, however (some of them joint statements), Yniguez is described as “a 
class and representative action involving a similar group of employees alleging substantially the same 
claims alleged” in one or more of the present actions.  Airgas takes the position that that settlement 
(along with another older settlement) will foreclose most or all of the claims now asserted, up 
through the cutoff date of the Yniguez settlement in September 2022.  Plaintiffs do not contest the 
assertion; and given their descriptions of the case in their joint CMC statements, it seems likely to be 
so.  No one, however, has bothered with informing this Court as to the substantive reach of the 
Yniguez settlement, as to what employees and claims are covered.  Nor is there any discussion of the 
possibility that, in connection with the settlement or as a consequence of it, Airgas may have changed 
or tightened up its wage-and-hour practices in a way that could affect the merits of these actions 
going forward from last September. 
 
It is a mystery to this Court why the parties thought it not worth discussing that most of the claims at 
issue in these four actions may have been settled out from under these plaintiffs.  It is also a mystery 
why these parties are arguing about how to litigate these cases, instead of talking to each other about 
how to work out piggyback settlements for any claims left untouched by Yniguez.  Even if these cases 
were otherwise suitable for coordination, it is probable that any coordination decision would be 
deferred while we see what comes out of the prior settlement. 
 
The Present Actions 
 
Leaving Yniguez aside:  The Court does not view the present actions as suitable for coordination.  
Their subject matters and substances have only superficial overlap. 
 
The four present actions do have in common much of the statutory bases for their various claims – 
e.g., failure to pay wages due; failure to provide accurate wage statements; and failure to pay full 
wages due upon termination.  Looking past the statutory formalities to the underlying alleged 
violations, however, there is little commonality in the illegal conduct that the several plaintiffs allege 
Airgas to have committed. 
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• Tabzon was a truck driver for Airgas.  His factual allegations focus on understatement of hours 
worked through rounding of time; failure to account for non-discretionary bonuses in setting 
the rates for overtime pay; and non-reimbursement of use of personal cell phones for 
employer business.  None of the other cases raises similar allegations. 
 

• Chiesa was also a truck driver.  His case, however, focuses solely on one particular form of 
alleged violation, namely failure to pay a proper rate for sick pay.  He notes, accurately, that 
neither of the other cases says anything at all about sick pay. 
 

• Stephenson’s complaint does not identify his position with Airgas, but he is elsewhere 
described as working in a sales position.  His complaint focuses factually on alleged violations 
concerning rest and meal breaks.  Plaintiffs point out that as truck drivers, the other plaintiffs 
are prevented by federal preemption from raising any such violations in these wage-and-hour 
actions. 
 

• Moreover, while no one discusses in any detail the factual ins and outs of the various claims 
raised by the separate plaintiffs, common sense suggests that the factual proofs and 
considerations of wage-and-hour claims are likely to vary materially as between truck drivers, 
on one hand, and salespeople (or other office-based staff) on the other. 

 
Accordingly, the Court does not view these four cases as having enough substance in common to call 
for coordination under the criteria of Rule 3.530(b). 
 

 

  
    

4. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MS5031 
CASE NAME:  PARAQUAT CASES 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  PLAINTIFFS AUGMENT THEIR EXPERT WITNESS RE SPENCER  
FILED BY: PARAQUAT CASES 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiffs’ motion is denied. 
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5. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MS5031 
CASE NAME:  PARAQUAT CASES 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  DEF SYNGENTA MOTION TO EXCLUDE UNTIMELY RELIANCE 
MATERIALS  
FILED BY: SYNGENTA AG 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Syngenta’s motion is denied. 
 

 

  
    

6. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01895 
CASE NAME:  SHANKAR VS ARAG 
 HEARING IN RE:  REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENT NOT PRODUCED DURING 
DISCOVERY/DEPOSITION FILED 2/17/23 BY PRASAD SHANKAR  
FILED BY:  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
On February 17,2023, plaintiff filed a document which he captioned “Notice to Request for 
production of document not produced during discovery/depostion [sic]”.  The clerk’s office, on filing, 
replaced the word “Notice” with the word “Motion” and set the matter on this calendar. 
 
The motion is denied because it is entirely unintelligible as to what it is requesting; and it does not 
come anywhere close to complying with the formal and format requirements for filing a motion to 
compel discovery.  Indeed, it is far from clear that there even exist any unproduced and discoverable 
documents. 
 
There is no proof of service in the Court’s file showing that this motion was served on opposing 
counsel.  As the defendant has filed an opposition, however, it is apparent that the motion must have 
been served on counsel by some means.  Plaintiff is warned that future filings, if unaccompanied by 
proper proofs of service, will be ineffective. 
 
(In this connection, the Court further notes that in the attachments to this filing and others made 
recently, plaintiff includes what purport to be several one-page proofs of service for other court 
filings on previous dates (not the present motion).  These various prior “proofs of service” have 
handwritten signature blocks that appear to be completely identical to each other, in a way that could 
not plausibly be true if each of them had actually been signed by the purported signatory separately 
at the times of these various purported services of documents.  In other words, the Court frankly 
suspects that these “proofs of service” were forgeries, wherein plaintiff has taken some previously 
signed proof of service, copied it in blank, and filled in later dates and identifications of documents 
served.  If so, then needless to say, such “cut and paste” documents do not constitute valid proofs of 
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service for currently filed and served motions or other documents.  The Court will be checking any 
future filings by plaintiff to ensure that they include valid and timely proofs of service, made at the 
times of filings, and actually including new signature(s) under oath that the documents in question 
were actually served on the stated dates.) 
 
Service aside, the present motion – which is only a single page of text, with another 187 pages of 
unexplained other documents attached – gives the Court no indication at all of what document or 
documents in particular plaintiff is asking the Court to order produced. 
 
Further, while it appears the substance of this motion is in effect a motion to compel discovery, 
plaintiff makes no pretense of complying with the rules and requirements for such a motion.  For 
example, he does not identify the particular document request(s) at issue; he does not identify 
defendant’s response(s) to such requests); he does not show any effort to meet and confer with the 
opponent concerning the discovery dispute; he does not file any Separate Statement (see CRC 
3.1345); and he does not explain why the (unidentified) document he seeks is discoverable or 
relevant.  Moreover, it appears likely that the motion is past any deadline for moving to compel 
(though it is admittedly hard to tell for sure, as plaintiff never specifies what discovery demands and 
responses he’s moving on). 
 
Defendant evidently shares the Court’s bewilderment as to what, if any, documents plaintiff’s motion 
purports to be seeking, and on what basis.  Defendant’s counsel, however, assures the Court that 
defendant has in fact timely provided all documents specified in its responses to discovery.  Since 
plaintiff makes no effort to show anything to the contrary, the Court must accept this representation 
as true. 
 
Plaintiff’s motion is filed in bad faith and in obvious derogation of the Court’s rules.  Defense counsel 
pointed this out in detail, calling on plaintiff to withdraw the motion.  He has not done so.  Moreover, 
his attachment of voluminous (but unauthenticated and unexplained) documents has obliged both 
defense counsel and the Court to go through them to try to figure out what they’re for.  Accordingly, 
the Court awards sanctions against plaintiff, in the amount of $1,000, payable within 30 days to 
defendant’s counsel. 
 

 

  
    

7. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00624 
CASE NAME:  COLEMAN VS YDESIGN GROUP, LLC 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  RELIEF FROM WAIVER OF OBJECTIONS  
FILED BY: COLEMAN, DAIJAH 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiff’s motion for relief from waiver of objections is granted.  The Court is satisfied that plaintiff 
has made the showing required for relief under Code of Civil Procedure §§ 2030.300(a) and 
2030.290(a). 
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However, this ruling does not pass on the validity or invalidity of any objections thus allowed to be 
made.  The ruling is therefore without prejudice to any motion to compel that defendant may find it 
necessary to bring on that or any other subject.  In this connection, while the Court is certainly not 
ruling on a discovery motion not yet filed, it has some concern about possible disharmony between 
the only objections at issue here – those to Interrogatory 69 and Document Request 67 – versus the 
rationale for the Court’s ruling on January 12, denying in part plaintiff’s motion to quash a third-party 
subpoena on a related subject.  The Court recommends that the parties bear that in mind in meeting 
and conferring further. 
 

 

  
    

8. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-02647 
CASE NAME:  SOLIS VS WHITE CAP MANAGEMENT, LLC 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  TO DISMISS PLTFS NON-INDIVIDUAL, REP CLAIMS ON BEHALF OF 
OTHER EMPLOYEES  
FILED BY: WHITE CAP MANAGEMENT, LLC 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiff previously stipulated to dismiss his purported class claims in this action, and to submit his 
individual PAGA claims to arbitration.  Defendant now moves to dismiss plaintiff’s PAGA claims 
asserted on account of alleged PAGA violations suffered by employees other than himself, arguing 
that plaintiff lacks standing to litigate PAGA claims on behalf of others when he is not asserting (in this 
litigation) any claims on his own personal behalf. 
 
The motion is denied.  It is frivolous in light of binding, published precedent.  Galarsa v. Dolgen 
California, LLC (2023) 88 Cal.App.5th 639; Piplack v. In-N-Out Burgers (2023) __ Cal.App.5th __ (2023 
Cal.App.Lexis 166). 
 
However, these representative claims remain stayed pending the outcome of plaintiff’s arbitration of 
his individual PAGA claims. 
 

 

  
    

9. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00460 
CASE NAME:  NATURA MANAGEMENT, LLC VS. AGRA TECH, INC., A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 
 HEARING ON DEMURRER TO:  1ST AMENDED CROSS COMPLAINT OF TEG  
FILED BY: AGRA TECH, INC., A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Agra Tech, Inc.’s Demurrer to the First Amended Cross-Complaint of Total Energy 
Group, Inc. (TEG). Agra Tech demurs generally and specially on several grounds. For the following 
reasons, the Demurrer is sustained, without leave to amend. 
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In a nutshell, the fundamental problem with TEG’s cross-complaint against Agra Tech is that it is a 
defense masquerading as a cross-complaint. Importantly, although there are numerous parties to this 
litigation, the only party that has sued TEG is Agra Tech. Accordingly, there are no claims against TEG, 
from plaintiff Natura or anyone else, as to which TEG could call on Agra Tech for indemnification 
against, or contribution toward, TEG’s liability to any third party. The only harm that TEG stands to 
suffer in this lawsuit, or arising out of this dispute, is TEG’s potential liability to Agra Tech itself, on 
Agra Tech’s cross-complaint against TEG. There is not one dollar of harm that TEG alleges it stands to 
suffer, other than being held liable to Agra Tech. TEG’s theories for indemnification or contribution, 
therefore, are really matters of TEG defending itself against Agra Tech’s claims. If successful, TEG’s 
substantive arguments are reasons why it may successfully defeat Agra Tech’s claims, or reduce their 
amount. But they are not reasons why TEG would have any right to collect from Agra Tech on any 
affirmative claim of TEG’s. 

Background 

This is a complex construction-defect case concerning a greenhouse complex for growing marijuana. 
Plaintiff Natura is the owner the complex, and the customer of the various builder or supplier 
defendants in the case. One of those defendants is movant Agra Tech. Agra Tech contracted with TEG 
for a light deprivation curtain system and shade curtain system for the greenhouse as well as 
replacement of a motor/gearbox for the greenhouse. Agra Tech denies liability as against Natura. In 
its cross-complaint, Agra Tech seeks indemnification from TEG for any liability it may turn out to have 
to Natura. TEG has in turn cross complained against Agra Tech for (1) implied indemnity; 
(2) contribution; (3) declaratory relief; and (4) negligence. 

Analysis  

As a threshold issue, the Court declines to sustain the special demurrer for uncertainty. “[A] demurrer 
for uncertainty is strictly construed, even where a complaint is in some respects uncertain, because 
ambiguities can be clarified under modern discovery procedures.” (Khoury v. Maly’s of California, Inc. 
(1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 612, 616.) Errors and confusion created by “the inept pleader” are to be 
forgiven if the pleading contains sufficient facts entitling plaintiff to relief. (Saunders v. Cariss (1990) 
224 Cal. App.3d 905, 908.) A demurrer for uncertainty should be overruled if the facts are 
presumptively within defendant’s knowledge. (Khoury, 14 Cal.App.4th at 616.) A party attacking a 
pleading on “uncertainty” grounds must specify how and why the pleading is uncertain, and where 
that uncertainty can be found in the challenged pleading. (Fenton v. Groveland Community Services 
Dept. (1982) 135 Cal.App.3d 797, 809, disapproved on other grounds in Katzberg v. Regents of the 
University of California (2002) 29 Cal.4th 300.) Here, TEG’s causes of action are not so unintelligible 
that Agra Tech cannot reasonably respond. Accordingly, the special demurrer for uncertainty is 
overruled. 

 Implied Indemnity 

Civil Code § 2772 defines indemnity as “a contract by which one engages to save another from a legal 
consequence of the conduct of one of the parties, or of some other person.” 

Whether an indemnity agreement covers direct liability, third party liability, or both, is a question of 
contract interpretation (Rossmoor Sanitation, Inc. v. Pylon, Inc. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 622, 633.) Indemnity 
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may be either express in contractual language or implied by “equitable considerations brought into 
play either by contractual language not specifically dealing with indemnification or by the equities of 
the particular case.” (E.L. White, Inc. v. City of Huntington Beach (1978) 21 Cal. 3d 497.) 

Indemnity usually relates to third party claims: “If I am held liable to Third Party, you should 
indemnify me against that liability”. In some circumstances the term indemnity may also refer to 
direct indemnification for some loss sustained by the indemnitee. (Zalkind v. Ceradyne, Inc. (2011) 
194 Cal.App.4th 1010, 1024.) But when that is true, the loss to be indemnified is some external loss or 
liability suffered by the indemnified party, other than that party potentially owing damages to the 
indemnitor. Zalkind cited as an example Dream Theater, Inc. v. Dream Theater (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 
547, 555, in which the indemnitor indemnified the indemnitee against the indemnitor not paying off a 
bank credit line – the indemnitee’s harm being that the indemnitee would then owe the bank money. 
An even more conventional example is an ordinary insurance policy, in which the insurer indemnifies 
the policyholder against (among other things) the wrongs of third-party tortfeasors. But the key to 
such a direct indemnity claim remains that the indemnified party stands to suffer some harm to be 
indemnified, other than just itself being liable to the indemnifying party. In the latter case, the 
substance of what is being asserted is a defense against the other party’s claim, not an affirmative 
claim for indemnification against the indemnitor’s own claim. 

Agra Tech demurs to TEG’s causes of action for implied indemnity on the grounds that there are no 
claims of the Plaintiff Natura for Agra Tech to indemnify TEG against. Indeed, the contractual 
relationship between the parties (and by extension the grounds for the indemnity claim) is not 
entirely clear. 

TEG alleges in its FAXC that “Agra Tech, Inc. was in contractual privity with Cross-Complainant, based 
on written contracts between the parties, for equipment and services including a light deprivation 
curtain system and shade curtain system dated July 15, 2019, and the replacement of a 
motor/gearbox dated December 2, 2020.” (TEG FAXC at ¶¶ 5, 19.) The Court also notes that Agra 
Tech alleges in its Second Amended Cross-Complaint that “TEG was in contractual privity with Cross-
Complainant Agra Tech, based on written contracts between the parties, with respect to the 
equipment and services provided by TEG in relation to Natura’s greenhouse.” (Agra Tech XC at ¶ 21.) 
The Agra Tech SAXC then details two purchase orders, Purchase Order #3711B and #4499B. (Id. at 
¶ 21(a),(b).) With respect to the first Purchase Order (for a light deprivation curtain system and shade 
curtain system), the SAXC alleges that “TEG’s role as to these products relate to the claims raised by 
Natura alleging problems with respect to shading, and causation of crop damage/loss.” (Agra Tech 
SAXC at ¶ 21(a).) The Second Amended Cross-Complaint references paragraph 41 of Natura’s First 
Amended Complaint which reads in part “[a]s a direct result of the lack of control of humidity levels, 
Natura crop sustained significant molding issues rendering the crop, and the contracts they were to 
supply, worthless.” (Natura FAC at ¶ 41.) There is no direct mention of either a “light deprivation 
curtain system” or a “shade curtain system” in Natura’s First Amended Complaint. And, critically, TEG 
is not a Defendant to Natura’s First Amended Complaint. TEG was named in this case for the first and 
only time as a Cross-Defendant to Agra Tech’s Cross-Complaint. 

The gravamen of Agra Tech’s Demurrer is that in the absence of claims by Natura against TEG, a claim 
cannot lie against Agra Tech for indemnity; particularly where, as here, TEG does not allege that there 
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is any express contractual agreement between TEG and Agra Tech that would provide for indemnity 
for direct liability. (See Dem. at 5:4-8.) 

TEG’s opposition does not clarify this issue for the Court. The FAXC does not provide the terms of an 
agreement providing for indemnity or show how the particular circumstances give rise to equitable 
indemnity. Furthermore, a key element of any action for indemnification is a showing of damage 
incurred by the indemnitee. (Rossmoor, 13 Cal. 3d at 628.) TEG’s Cross-Complaint is silent with 
respect to damages it stands to suffer. 

TEG has not alleged facts sufficient to state a cause of action for indemnity. 

 Contribution 

The elements of contribution are: (1) money judgment; (2) rendered jointly against defendants; (3) in 
tort action; (4) application of equity principles; (5) payment by tortfeasor of more than pro rata share; 
and (6) no intentional injury by the tortfeasor. (Code of Civil Procedure § 875; General Elec. Co. v. 
State of Cal. ex rel. Dept. Pub. Wks. (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 918, 925.) 

Code of Civil Procedure § 875 provides “[w]here a money judgment has been rendered jointly against 
two or more defendants in a tort action there shall be a right of contribution among them as 
hereinafter provided.” However, “the dichotomy between [contribution and indemnity] is more 
formalistic than substantive,” and “‘[i]ndemnity is only an extreme form of contribution.’” (American 
Motorcycle Assn. v. Superior Court (1978) 20 Cal.3d 578, 591 & fn. 3; see also Prince v. Pacific Gas & 
Electric Co. (2009) 45 Cal.4th 1151, 1162, fn. 7 [“[c]ontribution and indemnity are related doctrines, 
but contribution ‘“presupposes a common liability which is shared by the joint tortfeasors on a pro 
rata basis”’”].) 

Agra Tech demurs to this cause of action on similar grounds as it has for the cause of action for 
indemnity. 

Again, the basic problem here is that no one other than Agra Tech has sued TEG. Accordingly, there is 
no possibility that any money judgment can be rendered against Agra Tech and TEG jointly as co-
defendants, and there is no common liability to be shared by them as joint tortfeasors. If TEG ends up 
being held liable at all, it will be liable only to Agra Tech itself. That doesn’t make Agra Tech and TEG 
jointly liable to anyone for anything. 

The FAXC alleges that “[i]n the event that Plaintiff or any other party obtains a judgment against this 
Cross-Complainant, or in the event that Cross-Complainant settles with Plaintiff, or with any other 
party, Cross-Complainant alleges that any injuries and/or damages suffered by Plaintiff or any other 
party were contributed to by the negligence or other fault of Cross-Defendants and DOES 1 through 
25, and each of them, and that Cross-Defendants and DOES 1 through 25, are in some manner 
responsible for the liabilities of Cross-Complainant herein, if any.” (FAXC at ¶ 11.)  

However, as noted by Agra Tech, TEG is not a named defendant in Plaintiff Natura’s First Amended 
Complaint. As a consequence, TEG has not alleged a basis for its cause of action for contribution (and 
the Court cannot discern from the FAXC whether the basis is contract, statute, or principles of equity). 
As with the cause of action for indemnity, the Opposition does not clarify this issue for the Court. For 
example, TEG cites to Code of Civil Procedure § 878, which details the procedure a judgment debtor 
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may follow to obtain contribution from another tortfeasor. But TEG does not explain how this 
procedure supports TEG’s allegations of contribution. 

The FAXC fails to establish a basis for a claim that Agra Tech is required to provide contribution. 

 Declaratory Relief 

There are two essential elements for declaratory relief: “(1) a proper subject of declaratory relief, and 
(2) an actual controversy involving justiciable questions relating to [Cross-Complainant's] rights or 
obligations.” (Brownfield v. Daniel Freeman Marina Hospital (1989) 208 Cal.App.3d 405, 410.) 
“Declaratory relief operates prospectively only, rather than to redress past wrongs." (Gafcon, Inc. v. 
Ponsor & Associates (2002) 98 Cal.App.4th 1388, 1404.) The “actual controversy” requirement 
concerns the existence of present controversy relating to the rights and legal duties of the respective 
parties pursuant to contract, statute, or order. (See Code of Civil Procedure § 1060; see also Maguire 
v. Hibernia S. & L. Soc. (1944) 23 Cal.2d 719, 728.) 

Agra Tech demurs to TEG’s cause of action for declaratory relief on the grounds that there is no 
prospective conduct to be determined between the parties. (See Dem. at 7:14-20 [citing Babb v. 
Superior Court (1971) 3 Cal.3d 841, 848].) 

Declaratory relief is a broad remedy, and the rule that a pleading is to be liberally construed is 
particularly applicable to a claim for declaratory relief. (See City of Tiburon v. Northwestern Pac. R.R. 
Co. (1970) 4 Cal.App.3d 160, 170.) In this case, however, the Court cannot conclude that the FAXC 
adequately alleges that an actual and immediate controversy exists between the parties. Paragraph 
14 of the FAXC refers to a possible future judgment and paragraph 15 reiterates allegations regarding 
indemnity for past acts. Furthermore, paragraph 15 alleges that as a result of Agra Tech’s refusal to 
indemnify and hold TEG harmless, it “has been compelled to hire attorneys and incur attorneys’ fees, 
investigative, court and other costs in order to protect itself herein.” However, “[t]he requirement 
that plaintiffs seeking declaratory relief allege the existence of an actual, present controversy would 
be illusory if a plaintiff could meet it simply by pointing to the very lawsuit in which he or she seeks 
that relief.”. (City of Cotati v. Cashman (2002) 29 Cal.4th 69, 80 [internal quotations and citation 
omitted].) 

Cross-Complainant has not alleged facts sufficient to state a cause of action for declaratory relief. The 
matter to be “declared” is a point of retrospective relief, not any current or future controversy. And 
the declaratory relief cause of action is nothing more than a repackaging in “declaratory” wrapping 
paper of more substantive claims asserted in the other causes of action. That would render the 
declaratory claim inoperative even if the other causes of action were themselves viable – and they are 
not. 

 Negligence 

The elements of a cause of action for negligence are: the “defendant had a duty to use due care, that 
he [or she] breached that duty, and that the breach was the proximate or legal cause of the resulting 
injury. [Citation.]” (Nally v. Grace Community Church (1988) 47 Cal.3d 278, 292-93.)  

Duty is an essential element of the tort of negligence. (Paz v. State of California (2000) 22 Cal.4th 550, 
559 [“The threshold element of a cause of action for negligence is the existence of a duty to use due 
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care toward an interest of another that enjoys legal protection against unintentional invasion.”].) 
“Whether this essential prerequisite to a negligence cause of action has been satisfied in a particular 
case is a question of law to be resolved by the court.” (Artiglio v. Corning Inc. (1998) 18 Cal.4th 604, 
614 [quoting Bily v. Arthur Young & Co. (1992) 3 Cal.4th 370, 397].) “Recognition of a duty to manage 
business affairs so as to prevent purely economic loss to third parties in their financial transactions is 
the exception, not the rule, in negligence law.” (Quelimane Co. v. Stewart Title Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 
Cal.4th 26, 58.) 

Agra Tech argues that to the extent it owed TEG a duty of care, such duty was not owed in connection 
with Agra Tech’s purported failure to avoid loss and mitigate damages based on Natura’s claims. In 
Opposition, TEG argues that “Agra breached its duty to TEG when it used TEG’s product in the 
creation and design of the greenhouse in a way that harmed Natura’s crop production.” (Opp. at 
7:13-15; see also FAXC at ¶ 20 [“failed to exercise reasonable care and diligence to avoid loss to and 
minimize and mitigate damages underlying allegations, including the creation of the greenhouse, 
which could have been prevented by reasonable efforts on the part of said”].) As pleaded, however, 
this appears to allege a breach of Agra Tech’s duty of care to Natura, rather than TEG. This does not 
identify any harm suffered by TEG as a result of Agra Tech’s alleged negligence. For example, we may 
accept that Agra Tech owed a duty of care to Natura in selecting the most suitable provider for a light 
deprivation system. If Agra Tech acted negligently in selecting TEG’s product for that purpose (or in 
installing and operating it), that may state a basis for Natura suing Agra Tech for negligence. But the 
only “harm” suffered by TEG is that TEG apparently made a sale that it shouldn’t have gotten. How is 
that a negligent tort towards TEG? 

Agra Tech also argues that TEG has failed to allege a duty through the operation of the economic loss 
doctrine. Where the alleged negligence has caused economic loss, but no personal injury or property 
damage, duty is not presumed. (Southern California Gas Leak Cases (2017) 18 Cal.App.5th 581, 588.) 
Rather, courts examine the Biakanja factors to determine whether to impose on the defendant “an 
exceptional duty to third parties.” (Centinela Freeman Emergency Medical Associates v. Health Net of 
California, Inc. (2016) 1 Cal.5th 994, 1013.) In opposition, TEG argues that a special relationship may 
arise out of a contractual duty. While this is true as a legal principle (see Seo v. All-Makes Overhead 
Doors (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 1193, 1203 (Seo), citing 6 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (9th ed. 1990) 
Torts, § 859, p. 223), TEG has not alleged a special relationship in the First Amended Cross-Complaint.  

Cross-Complainant has not alleged facts sufficient to state a cause of action for negligence. 

 Leave to Amend 

Because TEG has not alleged any potential harm to itself other than the prospect that TEG may end 
up being held liable to Agra Tech on Agra Tech’s own cross-complaint, the Court cannot see that there 
is anything presented that could support an affirmative claim for damages by TEG against Agra Tech, 
rather than a total or partial defense by TEG against Agra Tech’s claims. Accordingly, there appears to 
be no point in allowing amendment. 

If TEG contests this tentative ruling to seek leave to amend, it should come to the hearing prepared to 
state with specificity the harms or liability against which it wants to seek indemnification or 
contribution. In other words, it should be prepared to identify what claims it has against Agra Tech 
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that are really TEG’s claims for damages, rather than defenses against Agra Tech’s claims. 

 
 

  
    

10. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00460 
CASE NAME:  NATURA MANAGEMENT, LLC VS. AGRA TECH, INC., A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 1ST AMENDED CROSS COMPLAINT OF TEG  
FILED BY: AGRA TECH, INC., A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Agra Tech’s Motion to Strike portions of TEG’s FAXC; specifically, those portions of 
the FAXC that purport to seek attorneys’ fees. TEG opposes the Motion and seeks sanctions for 
preparing the opposition as well as anticipated costs in appearing at oral argument. 

Since the Court is sustaining a demurrer to the FAXC without leave to amend, the motion to strike is 
moot. If considered separately, however, the Motion would be granted.  

TEG’s opposition is devoted nearly entirely to argument regarding Agra Tech’s alleged failure to 
engage in the meet and confer process. The Court declines to award sanctions to TEG. The Court has 
reviewed the initial meet and confer declaration as well as the supplemental declaration of Cody S. 
Fisher in support of Agra Tech’s Demurrer and Motion to Strike. The Court does note that TEG 
appeared to agree to withdraw the request for attorney’s fees (something that TEG acknowledges in 
its Opposition, but appeared to have implicitly conditioned on Agra Tech’s withdrawal of its motion). 
If TEG’s procedural beef is that Agra Tech’s motion to strike is unnecessary because TEG had already 
conceded away its attorney fee claim, then it is hard to see how TEG is really harmed by having to 
“respond” to a motion it intended to concede. 

However, in their filed opposition, TEG makes no such concession. Nevertheless, the Court grants the 
Motion. It is unclear under what agreement or statute TEG might be seeking attorneys’ fees. Should 
that become apparent later in the litigation process, TEG would be entitled to move for leave to 
amend their Cross-Complaint to add attorneys’ fees back in their prayer for relief. 

 

  
    

11. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00460 
CASE NAME:  NATURA MANAGEMENT, LLC VS. AGRA TECH, INC., A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 
 HEARING ON DEMURRER TO:  TO AGRA'S 1ST AMENDED COMPLAINT  
FILED BY: POUND, JOHN 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Defendant John Pound and Defendant Adam Pound’s Demurrer to Plaintiff Natura 
Management’s First Amended Complaint.  

Defendants demur to the eighth cause of action for alter ego liability (and, by extension, the first, 
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh causes of action). For the following reason, the 
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Demurrer is overruled. 

Analysis 

Previously, this Court granted Defendants’ motion for judgment on the pleadings on the grounds that 
the allegations of the Complaint did not support an alter ego theory of liability against the Pound 
Defendants. The Court noted the following: 

A corporate identity may be disregarded—the “corporate veil” pierced—where an abuse of the 
corporate privilege justifies holding the equitable ownership of a corporation liable for the actions of 
the corporation. (Roman Catholic Archbishop v. Superior Court (1971) 15 Cal.App.3d 405, 411.) Under 
the alter ego doctrine, then, when the corporate form is used to perpetrate a fraud, circumvent a 
statute, or accomplish some other wrongful or inequitable purpose, the courts will ignore the 
corporate entity and deem the corporation’s acts to be those of the persons or organizations actually 
controlling the corporation, in most instances the equitable owners. (Robbins v. Blecher (1997) 52 
Cal.App.4th 886, 892; Communist Party v. 522 Valencia, Inc. (1995) 35 Cal.App.4th 980, 993-994.) 

To recover on an alter ego theory, a plaintiff need not use the words “alter ego,” but must allege 
sufficient facts to show a unity of interest and ownership, and an unjust result if the corporation is 
treated as the sole actor. (Vasey v. California Dance Co. (1977) 70 Cal.App.3d 742, 749.) An allegation 
that a person owns all of the corporate stock and makes all of the management decisions is 
insufficient to cause the court to disregard the corporate entity. (Meadows v. Emett & Chandler 
(1950) 99 Cal.App.2d 496, 499.) 

Here, the Plaintiff has expanded its alter ego allegations beyond the rather conclusory assertions of 
Natura’s original complaint. They now include allegations that Defendants disregarded legal 
formalities of the corporation and had “other family members intentionally over-bill for equipment to 
further the profits of the corporation, and specifically the Individual Defendants, at the expense of 
Natura[.]” (FAC at ¶ 80.) Plaintiff additionally alleges that Defendants manipulated “assets and 
liabilities between the Individual Defendants and the corporation so as to concentrate the assets (i.e. 
profits) in the Individual Defendants and the liabilities (i.e. for this lawsuit) in the corporation.” (Id.) 

Plaintiffs also allege that Defendants “at all relevant times held themselves out to be is personally 
liable for the debts and liabilities of Agra Tech, including for the faulty design and manufacture of the 
greenhouse, in that they signed directly for Agra Tech, made direct promises to Natura 
representatives that they would honor the contract and remediate the problems, promised to make 
Natura whole as a result of the faulty design and otherwise held themselves out to be personally 
liable for Agra Tech work.” (FAC at ¶ 83.) 

Defendants criticize these allegations as being made “on information and belief” and distinguish them 
from factual allegations. (Dem. at 10:13-15.) This is essentially an uncertainty argument. Uncertainty 
is a disfavored ground for demurring to a complaint. (See, e.g., Khoury v. Maly’s of California (1993) 
14 Cal.App.4th 612, 616; 1 Weil & Brown, Civil Procedure Before Trial (The Rutter Group 2011) § 7:84, 
p. 7(l)-39.) A demurrer for uncertainty generally will be sustained only when the complaint is such 
that the defendant cannot even determine what it must respond to. (Williams v. Beechnut Nutrition 
Corp. (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 135, 139.) This is not the case here, where the FAC includes considerable 
detail regarding the claims against the Defendants. Moreover, if a plaintiff does not know a fact to be 
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true but has a good faith basis for suspecting it to be so, it may allege that fact on information and 
belief; that is fairly standard pleading practice. It is not a basis for demurring. 

The Plaintiff has alleged facts sufficient to state alter ego liability against Defendants. Any additional 
clarity into the alter ego allegations can be obtained through the normal discovery process. 

 
 

  
    

12. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-2441 
CASE NAME:  PETITION OF: JINGJING LAO 
 HEARING ON PETITION IN RE:  RELEASE OF PROPERTY FROM LIEN  
FILED BY: LAO, JINGJING 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The unopposed petition for release of property from lien is granted. 
 

 

  

 


